FRIDAY 4/26
POKEBALL MAKING CONTEST
Calling all Pokemon Trainers! Let’s go have a little fun with the Las Vegas
Gaymers by competing in a Pokeball making contest! Hosted by local gaymer
cosplay drag queen Anyonka Virgon, prizes will be given for the most original,
most creative, and other criteria. Think you have what it takes to be a Champion?

MONSTER PROM: THE MONSTER MASH
Hello all Spooky High School attendees! Support your fellow students and
attend the following assembly, hosted by none other than your lead Prom Court
classmates. For all boils and ghouls wondering what’s up, we need help planning
the actual prom event! We would like all of you creative monsters to show your
school spirit and bring your best attitude. Be bold, be smart, be wealthy, be
charming and be fun- because you will need to be in order to get through the
array of challenges, questions, games, prizes and more that’s in store!

MEET THE VOICES OF RWBY
You haven’t woken up in Remnant, this is still your world. The ladies of RWBY are
here to meet with you, and they’ve got a lot to say! Join Special Guests Lindsay
Jones, Kara Eberle, Arryn Zech, Barbara Dunkelman for a Q&A and more!

STORY BOX ANIME
Do you love Anime? Of course you do. Join us in acting out some common
scenes in Anime with your own new twists!

ROOM 1
4:00PM
T0
5:30PM

ROOM 3
4:00PM
T0
6:30PM

MAIN
4:30PM
T0
5:30PM

ROOM 2
4:30PM
TO
5:30PM

K-POP JEOPARDY WITH UNORDINARY FANS

ROOM 1

Test your K-Pop knowledge! Join Unordinary Fans in Jeopardy trivia! There is
several different categories to choose from and even challenges.

6:00PM
T0
7:00PM

MEET THE LEGENDS OF HORROR
Beware! You’re in for a scare. At LVL Up Expo 2019, you’ll meet the actors who
have made you peek through your fingers and turn on the night light. From
Candyman to Scream, and Tales of the Crypt to Gremlins, you can expect these
guys to bring all your favorite spooky characters back to life. The Legends of
Horror are here to both fright and delight you with their tales of working in some
of the industry’s top scary flicks.

MAIN
6:00PM
T0
7:00PM

WRITING FOR COMICS

ROOM 2

Writing a comic is like being a movie writer as well as a movie director,
choreographer, and producer all rolled into one. A good comic script will
describe what happens - “Captain Hero punches Doctor Negative” - but a great
comic script will describe how it happens. “Captain Hero lands a solid right
hook against Doctor Negative’s jaw, sending him reeling.” Comics are a visual
medium and it’s not just the artist who determines what a panel will look like or
how the story will play itself out visually.

6:00PM
TO
7:00PM

TWITCH GAMING CULTURE: CREATING COMPELLING CONTENT

MAIN

A panel of experienced and talented Twitch streamers and content creators
discuss strategies for building great content and growing your online audience.
Hear from gaming industry veterans like Funker, KatContii, LucyMae, and pro
PUBG player Miccoy.

7:30PM
T0
8:30PM

COMEDY SHOWDOWN TRY-OUTS

ROOM 2

Feeling funny? Our try-outs are designed to cherry pick the final 8-10
comedians to compete in our Annual Comedy Showdown. Comedians will have
2-3 minutes to share their jokes/material on stage in front of a panel of judges
and the audience. Comedians will be judged on originality and just how funny
their material is. Finalists will be announced at the end!

7:30PM
T0
9:00PM

OH THE HORROR! HISTORY OF HORROR IN VIDEO GAMES 18+

ROOM 1

Would you kindly join us as we discuss history of video game horror. We
promise it won’t give you too many restless dreams. Our focus will be on the
early stages of horror in video games, the creation of the ‘survival horror’ genre
and how game like Resident Evil, Silent Hill and Fatal Frame have inspired the
horror games we play today. So pack your Jill sandwiches, we’ve got a lot to
discuss.

7:30PM
T0
9:00PM

SO YOU WANT TO BE A TWITCH STREAMER? (PATH TO AFFILIATE)
So you wanna be a Twitch Streamer? Believe it or not there is a lot more you
need to know then just how to play your favorite game! Join XxShinobazuxX,
The PizaKage, leader of the Pizza Friday Crew, and Partnered Twitch Streamer.
We’ll show you the ropes, share the 10 most important things you should know
before getting started, and answer any and all questions in between! If you are
dedicated enough, we’ll help you crack the code and show you all you need to
know to get Twitch Affiliate, as well as unlock that Sub Button on your channel
too!

ROOM 3

7:30PM
T0
9:30PM

SATURDAY 4/27
MEET THE VOICES BEHIND DRAGON BALL Z
The voices to the most iconic characters in the industry from the Dragonball
Series, My Hero Academia, & One Piece are here to answer all your questions!
Learn about the behind the scenes action, how to get into characters, and
what makes a voice actor incredible with this year’s special guests!

RWBY FANDOM
Are you a die-hard fan of the anime series RWBY? Or maybe you just want to
see what all the hype is about? Still a little emotional from the end of Season
3? Are you dying to put on some turkey gloves and start the most epic food
battle with your friends? Then this is definitely the panel for YOU! Join our
panelists as we do a deep dive into the greatest battle scenes, emotional
moments, the meteoric rise of the fandom around the show, and more. With
special guest, RWBY Reaction YouTuber David Penrod of VYTALCast! Come
“battle-ready” for a panel that you won’t want to miss.

BLAST OFF WITH BLASTPHAMOUS
Meet the YouTube star BlastphamousHD, most known for his “Try Not to
Laugh” Challenges on YouTube!

FASHION SHOW
LvL Up Fashion show is a cultivation of outstanding nerdy couture creations.
From full cosplay to daily fashion wear, no fandom is safe from the imagination
of our designers. Come see what we have in store for you with over 50+
models showing you the best and newest fashion collections of 2019!

MEET THE LEGENDS OF HORROR
Beware! You’re in for a scare. At LVL Up Expo 2019, you’ll meet the actors who
have made you peek through your fingers and turn on the night light. From
Candyman to Scream, and Tales of the Crypt to Gremlins, you can expect these
guys to bring all your favorite spooky characters back to life. The Legends of
Horror are here to both fright and delight you with their tales of working in
some of the industry’s top scary flicks.

COSPLAY 101- IN AND OUT OF COSTUME
Never made a costume before? Made a few but wondering how to make
something specific? Not a cosplayer but always so scared to ask for pictures of
one? Come join Khiq, Iberine & KittenEarl for a panel that will go over all things
cosplay - cosplay etiquette (whether you’re in costume or not), how to pick a
character to cosplay, how to shop for costume pieces, and more!

MAIN
12:00PM
T0
1:00PM

ROOM 2
12:00PM
T0
1:00PM

ROOM 1
12:30PM
T0
1:30PM

ROOM 3
12:30PM
T0
2:00PM

MAIN
1:30PM
T0
2:30PM

ROOM 2
1:30PM
T0
2:30PM

LET’S PLAY! - TWO ROOMS AND A BOOM
Join us as we play the interactive team game called “Two Rooms and a Boom!”
In this social game of hidden roles and deduction, players are divided into
2 different parts of the room. Find your teammates, establish trust, and
exchange hostages before time runs out and the bomb explodes!

ANIME VOICE ACTING WORKSHOP
Are you an aspiring anime voice actor/actress? Want to know what it’s really
like to be in the recording studio? Well join us, and stand behind the condensor
mic as we bring your voice to life on the big screen. Don’t forget to bring your
golden voice!

MEET THE VOICES OF RWBY
You haven’t woken up in Remnant, this is still your world. The ladies of RWBY
are here to meet with you, and they’ve got a lot to say! Join Special Guests
Lindsay Jones, Kara Eberle, Arryn Zech, Barbara Dunkelman for this Q&A!

POP CULTURE COSMOS LIVE
Join us as we record an episode of the worldwide syndicated radio program
and podcast The Pop Culture Cosmos Show from LvL Up Expo 2019. Be
part of the broadcast as Josh and Gerald along with their friends from Retro
City Games, Game Source, Mario Party Wars and Go Bros. Gaming share last
minute thoughts on Marvel’s Avengers Endgame, Sony’s Days Gone, Mortal
Kombat 11 and how video games have influenced their lives. Plus stopping
by to play some of their awesome music are pop artists Hyperschmitt,
Troodye and heavy-metal video game cover musician Vetivs and Q&A with the
audience asking them what pop culture property (TV, Movies, Video Games,
E-Sports, Books) they’re looking forward to the rest of 2019. So be a part of
the fun as you delve into the Pop Culture Cosmos!

D-PIDDY Q&A
Get to know D-Piddy. Feel free to ask him anything you want., from how he got
started cosplaying to YouTube tips... you can ask anything! Unless it’s about
Kingdom Hearts. Don’t ask him about Kingdom Hearts.

ANX KPOP BATTLES: TASHANNIE
The event is a Kpop dance-cover competition that allows for maximum
creativity and entertainment. Come see the the Season 8 Spring Las Vegas
Champion crowned!

TEAM FOUR STAR
With over 2.5 million subscribers on YouTube, Team Four Star joins us again
for LVL UP EXPO 2019! Team Four Star is an internet-based entertainment
production company notable for their various abridged series. This panel will
include an interactive Q&A.

ROOM 1
2:00PM
T0
3:00PM

ROOM 3
2:30PM
T0
6:30PM

MAIN
3:00PM
T0
4:00PM

ROOM 2

3:00PM
T0
4:30PM

ROOM 1
3:30PM
T0
4:30PM

MAIN
4:30PM
T0
6:30PM

ROOM 1
5:00PM
T0
6:00PM

WARIOWARE, INC.: MEGA PANEL GAME$!
FREE PRIZES! OK, I have your attention so listen up. Its’a-me, Wario! - And I’m
hosting a panel where chumps like you can play test my new games to win my
old junk- I MEAN GRANDIOSE TREASURES! Come join me and co-host Waluigi
for an hour of fun fast paced mini games in this interactive panel! (P.S. if you
come, Waluigi will give you a big fat kiss on the cheek, I swear.)

JEZ ROTH’S LIP SYNC FOR YOUR COSPLAY

ROOM 2
5:00PM
T0
6:30PM

MAIN

Does the joy in your life come from performing? That rush of getting onstage
and being fierce? Then you’d better WERK! Lip Sync for Your Cosplay is the
high-energy, heads-up dance battle competition where you show us what
you’re made of!

7:00PM
T0
9:00PM

WHAT’S NEXT: THE GAP BETWEEN COLLEGE, DESIGN, AND THE REAL WORLD

ROOM 2

You love comics, anime, and animation around the world - but how does one
get in? What steps can be done. Where do you start and how do you know it’s
the right path? Meet some local emerging artists that have graduated from the
Graphic Communications Program of CSN and are changing the community
with their impressive design skills and talent. Learn pathways to success, the
do’s and don’t, and learn how connected Graphic Design is with the LVL UP
EXPO Community!

7:00PM
T0
8:30PM

STREAMING 201 “PATH TO PARTNER”
The “Path To Partner” Is more than just a hobby for most! If you want to
compete with them, then it’ll have to mean just as much to you- IF NOT
MORE! Being a Partner is more than just playing the game well, or having
a large audience. It’s making the move into being an entertainer, and also a
featured representative of Twitch. There will be things expected of you both
on and off stream. If you REALLY want to take your stream to the next level
XxShinobazuxX of the Pizza Friday Crew will show you just how! This panel will
teach you everything you need, to get that Verified Check Mark, and all that
comes with it on the “Path To Partner!”

COMEDY SHOWDOWN
We bring you the best laughs you can get at LVL UP EXPO! Finalists will be
called up one by one to perform their 5-10 minute set of their comedic gold.
There is a catch for the finalists- they can only use half of their material they
previously used at Try-Outs. The crowned LVL UP EXPO Champion will be
determined by the panel of judges and the roar and laughter of the audience.
Will you walk away with the Comedy Showdown Champion Title?

ROOM 3

7:00PM
T0
9:00PM

ROOM 1
7:30PM
T0
9:00PM

SUNDAY 4/28
MEET THE VOICES BEHIND RWBY
You haven’t woken up in Remnant, this is still your world. The ladies of RWBY
are here to meet with you, and they’ve got a lot to say! Join Special Guests
Lindsay Jones, Kara Eberle, Arryn Zech, Barbara Dunkelman for this Q&A!

STARTING AND RUNNING YOUR OWN PODCAST

ROOM 1
11:00AM
T0
12:00PM

ROOM 2

Ever wanted to start a podcast, but you don’t know where to start? Having
trouble with finding your premise; or maybe you don’t know what equipment
you will need? Well then, this is a panel that you won’t want to miss. Come out
and learn from a group of established podcasters with years of knowledge
and experience. Hear some of the horror stories and “what NOT to do’s” with
starting a podcast. Amazing and life-changing experiences with putting on a
show for immense audiences from around the world. With a Q-and-A, where
you can ask any question for this amazing panel.

12:00PM
T0
1:30PM

MEET THE VOICES BEHIND NINTENDO’S SUPER MARIO!

ROOM 1

It’s-a me! These guys have entertainment more locked down than Princess
Peach. Meet the voices behind Mario, Luigi, Wario, Waluigi, and even big bad
Bowser at this year’s LVL Up Expo! Charles Martinet and Kenny James will be
coming out of the pipe and into this year’s convention to fill you in on details
of Mario’s World.

12:30PM
T0
1:15PM

MEET EPIC DUO: CHRIS SABAT AND ERIC VALE

MAIN

The voices to the most iconic characters in the industry from the Dragonball
Series, My Hero Academia, & One Piece are here to answer all your questions
EPICALLY!

1:00PM
T0
2:00PM

MAKING IT IN COMICS: FINDING A PUBLISHER

ROOM 2

Whether you’re an aspiring writer or artist, finding a publisher is one of the
hardest things to do. With a collective several decades of experience under our
belt, the creators at 1First Comics can tell you what worked for them and offer
helpful advice on what to do when you approach that editor or publisher with
your portfolio.

ANX KPOP BATTLES: DANCE & DESTROY
Welcome to Dance and Destroy- a Kpop dance game tournament where Kpop
songs are randomly played while 2 dancers compete to move on to the next
round of competition until there is one dancer left.

2:00PM
T0
3:00PM

MAIN
3:00PM
T0
5:00PM

TEAM FOUR STAR
With over 2.5 million subscribers on YouTube, Team Four Star joins us again
for LVL UP EXPO 2019! Team Four Star is an internet-based entertainment
production company notable for their various abridged series. This panel will
include an interactive Q&A.

CRACKED BRAIN CHAOS CORNER
Are you ready for a comedic gaming experience like you’ve never seen except
on YouTube? Come out and watch as the Cracked Brain Team bumbles their
way through a round of gaming in a LIVE experience that you won’t want to
miss. Starting out in large group of party games like Knight Squad and Mega
Coin Squad. Then, join in the madness in a few rounds of JumpForce . And this
time around the audience gets involved in our Chaos Corner, where you get
to penalize the players in each round. You may even get to join us on stage to
bring the pain to some of the Team.

OTAKU JEOPARDY

ROOM 1
3:00PM
T0
4:00PM

ROOM 2
3:30PM
T0
5:30PM

ROOM 3

Otaku Jeopardy- Video Game Edition Do you really know your video games?
Music, quotes, industry, answer the questions and more to prove your stuff.
Plus…we have prizes!

4:00PM
T0
5:30PM

DECAYING TIGERS TEACH VIDEO GAME MUSIC

ROOM 1

This panel will be an introduction to video game music. We will focus on
vintage 8bit style, have a history of chiptunes, and talk about the future
of retro music. The class will show you how we make our songs on a old
Gameboy, and also talk about 8bit pixel art and how it influences modern art.
We will have old Nintendo and Gameboy consoles for you to use and create art
and even a song of your own!

COSPLAY CONTEST
The Cosplay Contest is a competitive event, that brings local and out of state
fans and cosplayers to display costumed skits. Skits range from comedy to
dramatic fight scenes and are presented to an audience and judges.

4:30PM
T0
5:30PM

MAIN
6:00PM
T0
8:00PM

VOICE ACTING COMPETITION

ROOM 1

Calling all aspiring voice actors and actresses! The condenser mic awaits! Join
your fellow actors and actresses on stage and watch your voice come alive on
the big screen as you compete for a chance to be crowned, the Greatest Voice
Actor/Actress in all of Las Vegas! Hosted by the Arizona Voice Acting Guild. To
compete you MUST AUDITION at the Voice Acting Competition Booth located
in the exhibitor hall.

6:00PM
T0
10:00PM

STEVE STERN
Writer and creator of ZEN: INTERGALACTIC NINJA, Steve Stern has been
involved in the comics industry for over thirty years. He has written Zen’s
adventures throughout the years as well as adapting such works as A
CHRISTMAS CAROL and BEOWULF into the graphic novel format and has
worked in development for television.

STREAMING 301 “THE DARK SIDE OF TWITCH”
So You Really “REALLY” Wanna Be A Twitch Streamer? Before you go, there
is one last panel you should visit! This won’t be for the faint of heart. At the
end of the day if you are serious about this, then we gotta talk about it! Join
XxShinobazuxX and his Pizza Friday Crew as they go over the Dark Side of
Twitch. From politics to streamer beefs, and stream sniping to swatting; we
give you all the best practices we know on how to deal with the scary things
you hear about on the net!

ROOM 2
6:00PM
T0
7:00PM

ROOM 3
7:00PM
T0
9:00PM

